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WBAK CONTROLLABILITY OF SECOND ORDBR
SEMILINEAR VOLTERRA INTEGRODIFFERENTIAL

SYSTEMS IN BANACH SPACE*

P. BALASUBRAMANIAM1 and J. p. DAUER2

ABSTRACT

Sufficient conditions are established for weak controllability of second order
semilinear volterra inegrodifferential equation in Banach space by using the theory
of strongly continuous cosine family of linear operators. The results are obtained by
using the Schauder fixed point theorem. An application to partial integrodiflerential
equation is given.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of controllability of first order dynamical systems represented
by differential equations in finite dimensional space has been extensively studied
using fixed point methods (see Il]). several authors have extended the concepr to
infinite dimensional systems represented by evolution equations with bounded
linear operators in Banach spaces (see [4,5]). Klamka [12] obtained necessary
and sufficient conditions for approximate controllability of second order abstract
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differential eguation by transforming the equation into the set of first order

equations. Recently Kim ttil discussed boundary controlability of serond order

partial integrodifferential equation using a new kind of unigue continuation

property. Based on these recent investigations the weak controllability problem

for a second order system in Banach space is formulated without converting it
into a first order differential systems. The purpose of this paper is to study the

controllability of higher order differential systems by using the Schauder fixed

point theorem. The considered second order partial integrodifferential equation

serves as an abstract formulation of many partial differential equations which

arise in the problems with mathematical model of Viscoelasticiy[6], heat-flow,

epidemic and other physical phenomenon (see [7,8'13]).

2. PRELIMINARIES
Consider the abstract semilinear second order Volterra integrodifferential

system of the form
t

x"(t) = A x + J g(t, s, x(s))cls + (Bu) (t), t€ J

0

x(0) = xg, x'(0) = YO

where J - [-T, T], T € R, the state x(t) takes the values in Banach space X and

the control function u(.) is given in L2(J, U), a Banach space of admissible

control functions, with U a Banach space. Also A is the infinitesimal generator

of a strongly continuous cosine family of linear operators in X, B is a

continuous bounded linear operator from U into X, and g is a continuous

nonlinear mapping from J x J x X to X.

Definition 2.1 t161. A one parameter family C(t), te R, of bounded linear

operators mapping the Banach space X into itself is called a strongly continuous

cosine family if
(l) C(s+0 + C(s-0 = 2C(s) C(t) for all s, t e R,

@ c(o) = 1'

(3) C(t)x is continuous in t on R for each fixed x e X.

If C(0, t € R, is a strongly continuous consine family in X, then S(0' t e

R, is the one parameter family of operators in X defined by

t

S(t)x= JCls;xAs, xe X,te R. Q)
0

The infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous cosine family C(t)' t e

R, is the operator A : X -+ X defined bY

(la)

{1b)
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e.x = (a2lat2) tct,)*), t = o, x e D(A),

where D(A) = {x e X : C(t)x is a twice continuously differentiable function in

t). We shall also make use of the set

E= { x e X : C(t)x is a once continuously differentiable function in t},

then S(t)X c E and S(08 c D(A) for t e R.

Lemma 2.2 Ll6) If C(t), t € R, be a strongly continuous cosine family in X,

then

l. there exist constants L ) I and to ) 0 so that lc(t)l < tecoltl forall t e R
ard

t2

ls(h) - s(tz) ls Ll J eolslds I for all t1, t2 e R.
t.1

2. if x e E, then S($x e D(A), (d/d|C(t)x = AS(t)x anA (Ozlat2) C(t)Ax =

nC(t)x = C(t)Ax for x e D(A).

For the existence of solution of equation (l), assume the following conditions :

i) A is an unbounded iinear operator, with bounded inverse, that generates a

strongly continuous cosine family C(t), t € R, of bounded linear operators

in the Banach space X and associated sine family S(t), t e R, is compact

with li S(t) ll< M,M > 0.

ii) The fractional powers (-A)0 exist for 0 S cr S I as closed linear operators

in X and for c, e (0,11, (-A)cr maps D((-A)s) onto X and is one-one (see

[10]). Hence D (-e;o; is a Banach space with the norm

llxllcr= ll (-e)dxll, x e D ((-A)G).

we denote this Banach space by Xo.

iii) Thenonlinearfunctiong:JxJxD+ X is continuous, where D is an

open subset of Xo for some o e (0,l). Further, let

Ml = rrp ll g(t, s, X(s)) llo' for M1 > 0.

t.seJ

iv) The linear operator W from U into X defined by

T
wu= JS(T-s)Bu(s)ds

0

has a bounded invertible operator W-l defined on L2 (l,U)lt<er W and Bu is

continuously differentiable. Further assume that there are positive constants

Nl, N2 such that il B ll s N1 and ll W-l lls N2.
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Let the assumptions (i) - (iii) hold. Then a continuous function x : J -+ Xcr

which is a mild solution of equation (1) and is given by (sec [3])
tst

x(t) - C(t)xs + S(t)ye + JSlt-s) Jg(s,t,x(t))dr ds +JS(t-s)Bu(s)ds te J. ...(3)
000

Definition 2.3 : The system (l) is said to be rveakly controllable on the

interval J il for every x0, y0, xl € X, there exists a control u e L2 (J, U) such

that the soiution of (1) satisfies x(T) = xl, where x1 and T are preassigned

terminal state and time respectively.

3. CONTROLLABILITY RESULTS

Theorem 3.1. Suppose the assumptions (i) - (iv) hold. Then for each x e D
such that x e D(A) and for each y e E, the system (l) is ruea,tly controllable on

J.

Proof : Using the above hypothesis (iv), for an arbitrary function x(.)' define a

control function

;rsil
u(0-w-l I x1 - C(T)xo - S(T)yo - J s(r-s) J g(s,t,x(r)) atds l(t)L- o o -.1

Also, using this control, we shall show that operator G to defined below has a

fixed point. For r > 0, consider

Nr(x) = { z e Xo ; ll x-z llcr< r }

Put 0(0 = C(t)xo + S(t)Yo, then Q : R+ X is continuous. Choose r, T > 0

such that

Nr(x) c D and ll 0(t) - xlla < rl2, t e l.

Let K be the closed bounded convex subset of C = C(J, Xcr) defined by

K= { I e C : ll q -0 ll" SrtZ l,
where ll . ll. denotes the supremum norm in C and

rl2=MM1T2 + MN1N2T

[ll *, ll,, + Leolrl llxollcr + M llvo llo + MM1T2]

If4e K,then

ll n(o - x lla s ll nro - Q(t) lla + ll 0(0 - x llo

< ll n - 0 ll" + ll 0(t) - x llo < rD + rt2 = r

So, K c,Nr(x) c D. Define the transforrnation G on K by

E
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ts
(GxXt) =0(t)+ jS(t-s) Jg(s,t,x(r))dtds00

,.t .[ ] ' l.^..^
* J s1t-o;aw-'| *, - O(T) -Jstr-s) J 

g(r,t, x(t))dtds l(e)ae.
o Lr "'6 d- J

clearly (GxXT) = xl, which means that the control u steers the solution of
the second order Volterra integrodifferential system from the initial state xg to

x1 in time T provided a fixed point of the nonlinear operator @ can be obtained

with x'(0) = Yr' 
t s

ll (Gx) (t) - O(t) lla s ll (-A)o Jst,-.) Is(.,t, x(t)) drds llo, q

t

+ I J srt-elnw-r [llxr llo * ll c(r)(-A)axo ll + ll s(9 1-e)a vo 11]

'Ts'l
+ (-A)ct J s(r-s) J g(r, r, x(t))dtds l(e)doll0 0- J

< MMIT2 + MN1N2r I||*, ||o + l-eolTl il *o llo

+ M ll yo llcr + MM$2)=rtz.

Thus G maps K into itself. Since Q, g are continuous functions, so is G
(see [2]). Moreover, for q1, Tl2 € K, t € J,-

ll (cnr)ftl _ (cnz) (t) llo

Its
, til (-a)o-t jeet J stt-s;1 [s(s, t, n l(r)) - 8(s, r, qz(t))] drds]ll

,!r
+ ll 1-4;o-r { n, J 1g ,r,-rl ll llBw-r lljsrr-sl

s

i[*,r, t, rt(t)) - s(s, t, nz(t))] ata' ] e lldo,
0

and the continuity of G follows from the compactness of the operator (-A)ct-I.

Next it is shown that the ,", { c* : x e K } i. o, equicontinuous family

of functions in C.

=:: .-
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ll(Gr1)(r1) - (cn)(t2) lls s ll 0(rr) - q(t2) llu

t1 s

- ll J f tr,, - s) - s(t2-s)l [(-A)s J ,,r, t, r 
(t)) at] as 

11"d 0

t2s
.Il Jll sttz-rl ll {t-ol" Jr{,,., n(r))dtl o'l ll

t1 d

t1

. ll J [tt,, - e) - s(t2-o) ] sw-r
0

I ll ., ll" * ll c(r) (-A)sxo ll .ll s(! (-e)ay6ll

T

* I r,r-r, (-A)d ftr(r, ", 
n(t)) dtds ] tol oe lld0

t2

.ll J sr,, - o) Bw-r
t1

I ll., ll". ]l c(r) (-A)oxo ll.ll s(!(-n)av6ll

T

* fr,r-r, (-A)s ftr(r, ", 
q(t)) dtds] (e) do lld0

+Mlrtlll st,r-srllasl
t1

+ NsN2r I ll -, ll, + I-eolrl ll *o ilo * M ll yo llo + rvrl'r1r2 ]
t1

- ll f Jls(tr - o) - s (t2 - o)l do ll

+ N1N2r t ll -r lto + I-"'E ll -o ll" * u ll vo llo + r'ar"r1r2lll

t1

0

t2
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-e)dell

+ 0 as ltr - tz l+ 0 uniformlY for n € K.

Hence G(K) is an equicontinuous family of functions. Finally, we want to

show thatforeach fixed t e J, the set { (Gx) (0 : x e K } is precompact in Xo

(see [15]). Since (-A)F : X + Xo is compact for c < p, it suffices to show that

{f-etF I tc*Xt) - O(t) ] : p e K]

is bounded in X for 0 < P s l. Then

t

ll cef (cx - oXt) ll s ll ee;o-r I t-e) J s(t-s)
0

il

Bw-r tll xr ll+ llc (r) xs ll* lls ir) yo ll

ll l) terasll

s I r-ayF-r I uu,rz + | t-e;g-r | {rurN,Nrr tll -, ll + Leoltl ll -o ll

*r'r ll yo ll rrau,rz I )

Thus, G(K) is bounded in C. By Arzela-Ascoli theorem G(K) is

precompact. Direct application of the Schauder fixed point theorem yields the

Lxisteni" of x e K srih that, (GxX0 = x(t)- since xo e D(A) and Yo e E, then

the solution of (3) is a solution of (1). Therefore every fixed point of C is a

mild solution of equation (l). Consequently, equation (1) is weakly controllable

on J.

4. EXAMPLE

The second order Volterra equations appears in mathematical models of

Viscoelasticity (see [6]) because it is due to the fact that under suitable

assumptions on Volterra term, the equation can be converted into the following

w,, (x, r) = wxx (x, t) + f(t).

.t2

J srtz
t1

s

{ Jstr, r, x(t)) at}as]
0

t

* ll r-elo-r tcel J s(t-o)
0

TS
+ ll (-n;g-r J teol S(r-s) J grr, ,, x(t)) dtdsl

00
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This equation is a wave equation that corresponds to the complete elastic
case in mechanics has a weak solution with both w* and w, bounded and

initially smooth solutions in finite time (see [8]). For the Volterra equations the
finite speed of propagation is related to its weak solurion w(x,t) and which is
independent of the initial condition wr(x,r) (see [9,14]). This motivates to study

the weak controllability of the following integrodifferential equation

t
w,,(x,t)=w** (x,t)+ Jo(t,s,w(x,s))ds +B(u(t)),0<x<n, t€ J (4)

0

w(0,t)=w(r,t)=0,te J

w(x,0) = wg(x)

w,(x,0)=wl(x),0<x<n.

(4a)

(4b)

(4c)

Let X = L2 ((0, n), R) and B : U -+ X with U c J, be a bounded linear operator
such that Bu be continuously differentiable. Define W : U + X

T
wu= ISg-s)Bu(s)ds

0

and there exists an bounded invertible W-l defined on L2 1J, U)Aier W. Also,
Sine family S(0 is compact operator and o : Jx J x Xo + X is continuously

differentiable such that

lo(t, s, w(x,s)) I < Mr

forMl >0 with s, t€ J and w(x,s) e Xo. Az = 2", where

D(A)= [z e X iz,z'are absolutelycontinuous, z" e X,z(0)-z (zt) =0 ].
Then

a,= !-nz (z,zn)znz€ D(A),

t-
where zn(s) =\2 l7t sin ns, n = 1,2,3, is the orthonormal set of

eigenvalues of A.

And so A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous cosine family
C(t), (see [17]), t € R, in X given by

C(t)z = i cos(nt) (2, zn) zn, z e X,
n=l

and that the associdted sine family is given by
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€
s(t)z= t ry (2,zn)zn,zex,

n=l

lf a -- lt2, then A satisfies for 0 S c, S 1, (-A)c maps onto X and is 1-1, so

that D((-A)o) is a Banach space when endowed with the norm

ll - ll" = ll {-,t)o* ll, x e o(-e)d' Denote this Banach space bv Xo'

Further,

(-A)rDz= i n (2, zn) z*z e D((-A)l/2),
n=l

(-a;-rrz.= ! itlny (2, zn) zn, z e x
n=l

We now define the mapping g : J x J xXlp-+ X as follows I (t, s, z) (x) =

o (t, s, z) (x,s)), ze X1p,x e [0, z]. Then problem (+ac) can be formuiated

abstractly as (see [17]).
t

x"(t) =A x + J g(t, s, x (s)) ds + (Bu)(t)
0

x(0) = xO, x'(0) = YO

Then, all the conditions stated in the above Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. So, the

equation (4) is weekly controllable on J.
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